Perhaps if one is ready to admit that this meaning is subject to change, . and that ' the petsistence of the word from the Renaissance to the recent embalming of "T}le Hundred Best Books" is another indication of the poverty of language, one may avoid the trip ·and stumble which use of the term so often occasions. In our day the word humanism has frequ~ntly been employed defensively by those who resist the implications of science for modern life, and by those who seek to conserve amid the disturbing flux of social and cult11ral values some ideal construction of values gleaned from a reading of the past. For Irving Babbitt and Paul Elmer More (whose thought is characteristic of this defensive kind of humanism) the word clearly implies restrictive habits of thought and feeling, and this, I think, despite a healthy insistence on objectivity and aesthetic discipline. Unlike the humanists of a younger .· time, these men praise the fugitive and cloistered virtue, and draft an ethic out of inhibition.· Yet there are still among us those· for whom the word is wide enough and deep enough to contain all of man's . capacity and all of man's destiny.
My own approach to the _problem is historical and relativist. , This essay ' is, in a sense,· a study in the contraction o.f a word-value, and will contend that the value of humanism, like the 'value stored up in any word of long life, is by no mean~ constant and can even contradict itself in a changed historical context. · From this point of view it is instructive to re-examine the work of George Herbert, not only to gain a surer understanding of his poetry, not only to demonstrate the danger of static critical touchstones and catchphrases, but also to observe a C\lltural phenomenon in motion. Herbert's · po. etry has usually been regarded as the typical expression· of Anglican humanism. However, by analysing the imagery within the frame of its socia.I reference one can detect the tradition in the process of transforming . itself into something· quite unlike the Anglican humanism of a genetation before.
Most s.tudents have found in Herbert a quality of religious feeling intimate yet moderate in expression which places his work in the direct line of descent from the via media of Ho.oker and the spirit of the Elizabethan compromise. H~tchinson,s critical examination of the text has saved · Herbert's reputation from any taint of the romantic ·agony. Certainly there would seem to be no evidence, psychological or factual, to. justify Palmer's "placing all the happier poems at the beginning of the Bemerton secti' on, and then passing through ·poems of reflection and restlessness to THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO . QUARTERLY poems of suffering and death." 1 The sense 'of crisis is never absent from Herbert, but it is crisis tentatively if not finally resolved in a quiet, reasonable, though intense faith. While recognizing thes. e qualities in Herbert which ·seem, by hindsight at least, to typify the spirit 9f the humanjst tr~dition as it unfolds from the theology of Hooker, we must bear in mind that Herbert was not an Elizabethan and did not write under the pressure of those forces which went jnro the making of Hooker's Ecclesiastical Poliiy. The cQurt of Charles may have been n-o more than astone's throw in time from the court of Elizabeth, but it no longer represented the collective energies of the Englishlnation; and the Church of Laud, no matter what it may have owed in theory to Hooker's conception of the Christian Commonwealth, was no longer, in the fullest practical sense, the Church of England. Division w~thin· the state and Church (and finally between state and Church) destroyed the Elizabethan synthesis, both secular and ecclesias6cal. It is to this period of disintegration that Herbert's work belongs, and unless one is to regard humanism as wholly timeless and abstract, one is not apt to seek the Elizabethan synthesis of values in a Caroline country parish on the eve of civil war.
. . This is not to deny the resemblance of Herberfs "British Church"· to the Church of Hooker, or to deny in Herbert the presence of the humanist idea. On the surface at least the tradition seems unbroken, and it is from the _Elizabethan· compromise that Herbert derives his theoretical values.· But to the historian of cultural change the exciting paradox is this: by his very reception of the Elizabethan humanist idea in a · period of rapid disintegration and change, Herbert alters the tradition and imparts to it a new direction. The direction, for Anglican poetry at least, was now to be away from humanism and towards mysticism. Elizabethan humanist values, persisting abstractly into a period which rejected their social origins, take on an independent life of their own. It was to be a short life. It could not be sustained. The materialism of Hobbes and the nonconformist spirituality of Bunyan were the carriers into the next century of the motive forces of the English Revolution. There would be within the dominant hard-headed culture of. the coming age no Anglican poetry · and little Anglican prose to match in quality or it~tensity the work of a George \ Herbert or a Lancelot Andrewes.-Such religious fervour as there was would be evangelical and quite ou~side the Anglican tradition.
To understand Herbert's unique place in a moment of cultural metamorphosis (for such his moment unquestionably was), it is necessary to look backward as well as forward. The origins of Elizabethan (and Anglican) humanism are clearly social and political. Paul Elmer More admits that "if chaJlenged to state the motive that ~tarted the Church of England on _her peculiar course, the historian is likely to reply that it was political rath~r than religious." 2 Sir Herbert Grierson, in assessing the spiritual quality of Elizabethan Anglicanism, states:
... I do not. ascribe it specifically to Anglican doctrine or to Anglican bishops generallywho were often as narrow .and at heart as puritan as their opponents-but to the political situation, and not least to Queen Elizabeth. That strong-minded, worldly-minded, Wlscrupulous little lady it was who -saved Shakespeare for us and gave him the chance ... to present his picture of life which, whatever be its imperfections, is instinct with the finest spirit of · a humanism, penetrating, just, and sympathetic~ And it was she who saved England from passing. from an infallible Pope to an infallible John Calvin; who in her endeavour to keep the door open for Catholic as well as Protestant made it possible for the English Church to retain and recover some of the most attractive and humane features of the old faith and ... to cultivate reasonableness, to di~pense with infallibility, and to appeal to history and reason, and produce men like Hooker, George Herbert, Henry Vaughan, Andrewes .... a · One notes here, despite the emphasis on the political genesis of humanism, the assumption of a continuous tradition from Hooker through the Caroline period, a position which, in so far as poetry is concerned, this essay questions. What Grierson overlooks, of course, is that the compromise between the old faith arid the new spirit, between the old aristocracy and the new middle class, was no longer effective by the reign of Charles. But the recognition of the social origins of Elizabethan humanism is important, and particularly so because of the clear association here within the humanist tradition of.Shakespeare and Hooker, of the secular and ecclesiastical.
One must remember that in Hooker's view "the English Church and the English nation are identical in membership, for every Englishman is a Christian and every Christian in England is an English~an." 4 Hooker resists. both Puritanism and Roman Catholicism as forces· making for division -between church and state, and his concept of the nationa1 Church he~ded by the monarch fully reflects and complements the secular c~mpro mise effected between Court and City by the unifying role of the Crown. Indeed, Hooker,s conception of the monarchy as the all-embracing symbol of national life corresponds to Shakespeare's. uour Kings . : . when they take possession of the room they are called u~to, have it painted out before their,eyes, even by the very solemnities and rites of their inauguration, to what affairs by the said law their supreme authority and power reacheth. Crowned we see they are, and enthronized, and anointed: the crown a . sign of military, the throne, of sedentary or judicial, the oil,_ of religious or sacred power." 5 The k~ng becomes a symbolization of both secular and spiritual values. He is subject to law, but the law now natural to Englishmen is that very dynamic of national life which the monarchy embodies and expresses. · Co,nsequently, one cannot insist to_o strongly on the fact that Anglican . humanism was at first a rationale possible for theology only because church and state coexisted as an organic whole. The Ecc/esiastiuzl Polity gave impressive sanction to a settlement arrived at in secular practice. Hooker's expression of the Elizabethan spirit is paler than Shakespeare's because it is necessarily formal. And .it is in secular literature that the ·values of Elizabethan humanism are realized most .characteristically. In reconciling the explosive force of Renaissance individualism wrth the demands of social order, Shakespearean tragedy gives profound (if unconscious) expression to the age. Shakespeare's prince not only is the fulfilme~t of the Renaissance wish for unrestrained power, but also, as in 1 Hooker, is subject to the very forces he sym boJizes. Lear's kinghood is a mockery once the realm is divided, an' d individual aspirations, formerly collectivized in the symbol of the crown, are permitted to operate separately and therefore destructively.
Shakespeare's understanding of mari alive, realizing himself not in ' spite of society but through it, is the essence of Elizabethan humanism whether secular or churchly. Within a conception of freedom as an aspect of necessity the humanist idea grew. Acknowledging both the glory and the corruption of the flesh while savouring the life of the spirit, seeking the full realization of man's capacities, denying none of his appetites, yet countering boundless egotism with an awareness of the soda} ·limit, Elizabethan humanism achieved a · fusion of the spiritual and courtly values . . of the past· with the restless, aggressive, even pecuniary urge of the Renaissance~ In Spenser an aristocratic Platonism mingles with a distinctly bourgeois ethic. In Bacon the love of good Latin is not yet incom-. patible with a devotion to science and the dedication of man's powers to , the conquest of nature. In theology new confirmation is g1ven to the doctrine, medieval in origin, and to be denied. by Puritanism, that worl.dly and other.:.worldly values are continuous and cohere in a Christian human..: ism that need not divorce the orders of nature and gr~ce. This "unified sensibility" of Elizabethan humanism is neither restrictive nor exclusive. Its interest in the Classical past is not antiquarian . .It is not aloof; nor is its gaze turned inward. It is the thought and feeling of an age alive---and it wears good flesh! .
. The q~ality ofHerbert's humanism must be seen and felt ·against the fullness of the Elizabethan experience. This has never, in my opinion, been seriously attempted. Critical studies of Herbert have been limited for the most part to an analysis of the metaphysical element in 'the style> or t. o an-appreciation of his specific religious sensibility.
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Too little attention has been given to any ~oncern Herbert may have shown in his poetry· for the world about him. While most critics have speculated as to why Herbert left the court for the church, the question has been _ ap--proached biographically. In general it seems agreed that no matter what attraction the secular Iife may have had for Herbert, and no matter what the reason for rejecting (or losing) it may have been, his' essential nature as a poet and as a man was realized in the church. No one can doubt the sincer~ty of his religious convictions. No one can quite imagine him as a , Cavalier poet writing Platonic _ masques for Henrietta Maria.
· However, in considering the biographical-problem, it should be recognized that the struggle in Herbert's mind, while intensely personal, is more than personal. The conflict of worldly and other-worldly values reflected in the poetry represents, surely, a crack in the great tradition. This conflict is foreign to the synthesis embodied in the Ecclesiastical Polity and, in its fullest implications, indicates a departure from. the idea of a continuous Christian Commonwealth which is at once worldly and other-worldly. I am not suggesting that Herbert quarrels with Hooker's doctrine. I am suggesting that by Herbert's day the social assertion of Hooker's doctrine no longer fits the facts. This consideration cannot be overlooked in any estimate of Herbert's place in the humanist tradition.
A very tin-Elizabethan world comes through in the texture of Herbert's poetry. As one would expect, the poems abound in references to the Court. Indeed, the tradition of royalist sym holism persists even in a die-hard republican and, regicide like John Milton. As I have shown elsewhere, 7 the crown .remains in Milton as the inevitable symbol of power and grandeur -despite the anti-royalist context. Milton's contradictory use of the courtly tradition illustrates one aspect of the break-down of the Elizabethan synthesis. Herbert's treatment represents still another aspect of this disintegration.
· It is surely' a significant paradox that the Puritan revolutionary makes po-sitive use of the royalist symbol while the Anglican aristocrat uses it negatively. This does not, of course, imply that Herbert is more properly Puritan in tone than Milton. It is simply that Milton. concerns himself with the realities of social power and, for lack of any other, must use ·an inappropriate literary tradition. Herbert, on the other hand, is not concerned with real-politik and the exercise of power. The strength-suggestion of the royalist symbol is thus lost to him. And the moral and spiritual values which the Elizabethan could also evoke with the symbol of the crown have detached themselves and dwell apart.
This denuding of a symbol once rich in positive suggestion cannot be explained by simple linguistics or attributed to personal caprice. Nothing . . p.oints more clearly to the fragmentation of Caroline culture than the . realization that both Herbert and Lovelace were the King's men. In the Cavalier group some semblance of the old tradition is left. Something of · Spenser appears in the poetry of Lovelace and Suckling-the trappings, _the gay colours, the grace, the chivalric stance.· But the heart a~d brain have been removed. Compare the artificial and ornamental Platonism of the Cavaliers with the valid and real balance of ideas in Spenser, a balance in which Platonic idealism is tempered with a sense of present reality.
. The ((sage and serious" note of Spenser is proper now to the revo--lutionary moralist who would behead a king, or, refined from all association with -courtly life, accompanies_Herbert on his lonely walk with God.
As we shall see, Herbert's reference to the Court, while negative, is not hostile, never anti-royalist. He does not write like a · man with ·a grudge. There is something more. than personal disappointment involved in his re-presentation of royalism. It is true that failure to win quick preferment at court may have affected his decision to take orders. It should be remembered, however, that Spenser felt keenly his neglect by the court and could lash out against it from a deep sense of injury. Nevertheless, the values ' held. Spenser is sometimes like an indignant child stamping his foot at his mother and threatening to leave home. But he never .does.
· -There is_no such personal hurt, no sense at all of sharp-injury straining . for reconciliation, in Herbert's feeling toward the Court. There is, instead, -a quiet revaluation, a separation of what now appears as intrinsic from the mere crust of the tradition. This is a deeply meditative and not a wilful · . or petulant process of mind which reshapes I-!erbert's whole universe of s ym boli c reference. He seeks:
... the pliant minde, whose gentle measure Complies and suits with all estates; Which can let loose to a crown, and yet with pleasure Take up within a cloister's gates. 8 The crown which Charles V of Spain put aside to enter a monastery has become mote suggestive than the crown which still adorns the head of another Charles. In its social reference the royalist symbol is almost 8 "Content," 13-16. Herbert's treatment of royalism should be contrasted with the bitter, highly personal anti-royalist imagery of Donne's early work. (See M. A. Rugoff, Donne's Imagery (New York, 1939) , 151-6). One feels ~hat in Herbert the Court is not rejected politically, but rather is identified, through a religious perception transcending both politi~al and personal considerations, with human pretension and pride. "Man is all weaknesse; there is no such thing As prince or king" ("Praise",'' 9-10). Kingliness as a oirttte is proper not to the pride of flesh but to Heaven:
Wltere ev'ry one is king, and hath his crown, If not upon his head, yet in his hands.
-"To All Angels and Saints," 4-5. only to find him at last amid "a ragged noise. and mirth Of theeves and murderers." One feels again and again in the poems that Herbert has 1 reached for the unified experience of Hooker, for the synthesis of worldly and other-worldly values. And he has failed. As a poet he must make a different song unaided by those who had been his fellows.
9"The Bag," 7-18. lO"Peace," 13-19. . U"Redemption," 10-11. In the Eucharist, Christ's presence is apparent Not in rich furniture or fine aray, Nor in a wedge of gold .... But by the way of nourishment and strength, Thou creep'st into my breast.
-"The Holy Communion," 1-2, 7-8. ·
Herbert's altar is never courtly. See also "Sian." The suggestion is nev-er-Puritan. The "British Church" is p.ot Puritan. The objection is not so much to papal symbolism as to kingly (and therefore worldly) symbolism. And the objection is sometimes a little wistful, never strident.
-
' 176 · Here the whole range and sense of the chivalric tradition is questioned. 'And in the last stanza the symbols of commerce fare no bf!tter. _Indeed, the significance of Herbert's curiously negative treatment of the Court cannot b' e fully understood unless one notices his distinctly hostile use of the symbols of wealth and trade. The Court, in Herbert's symbolization ' of it, seems impotent. But the Exchange is vicious. The acquisitive urge -menaces the present and will destroy the future. Everywhere Herbert sees about him the evidences of successful greed, sees the new vulgarity of money challenge and threaten the old dignity of the land. The strains and stresses that were to put the landed gentry under one violent banne· r and the merchant and the yeoman under another had been increasingly evident since the· death of Elizabeth. Herbert cannot accommodate himself to the sharp new ethic emerging in Puritan sermonizing, an ethic which would justify the new man to the old God. Even John Donne could bless the Virginia planters and could :find it in his heart to comfort the London merchant with the assurance that uRiches is the metaphor in. which the , Holy Ghost hath delighted to express God and Heaven to us." 1~-In Herbert,
Man is God;s i~age, but a poore man is Christ's stamp to boot. 14 lll"The Quidditie." It is certain ~at Herbert is very conscious of the courtly symbol and deliberately seeks to create an un-courtly kind of verse. He is constantly aware that his work stands aside from the tradition and all that the tradi cion of courtly verse suggests.
He sometimes, as in "Dulnesse," makes a deliberate contrast between the courtly love poem and his· own kind of love lyric to God. · The wanton lover in a curious strain Can praise his fairest fair, And with quaint metaphors her curled hair Curl o're again. But this is an ironic flirtation with gold. While the suggestion of wealth , hovers in the word and thickens it, the supposed restorative and medicinal properties of gold really inform the meaning of the metaphor. And the specifically social virtue of wealth is always _clearly denied. Man has dug gold out of the dark cave and made it bright; now it un-mans man.
Nay, tho-u hast got the face of man, for we'
Have with our stamp and seal transferr'd our right;
Thou art the man, and man but drosse to thee. Man calleth thee his weaJth, who made thee rich, And while he cligs out thee, falls in the ditch. 1 G The active social role of wealth comes out in "The Church Militant,, · Herberfs one deliberate poetic ·venture into the theory of church, state, and history. He traces the. flight of religion before the successive invasions of sin from Abraham's time to Laud's. Through Judea, Greece, Rome, Egypt, Spain, and Germany the spirit of religion travels, coming to rest in England and "giving the Church a crown to keep her state." 17 This last_ is good Hooker, and is meant to be. But sin "travell,d westward also." 18 And sin will prevail as it has in other lands and other times.
Then -shall Religion to America flee.
They have their times of Gospel ev'n as we.
My God,· thou clast prepare for them a way By carrying first their gold from them away; J;i'or gold and grace did never yet agree. Religion alwaies sides with povertie.
We think we rob them, but we think amisse;
We are more poore, and they more rich by this. 19 There is surely a hint of irony in the suggestion that the exploitation of the colony will further degrade the English while ennobling their American victims. At least Herber' t does not share Donne's trust that the planters are holy men prayerfully extending God's kingdom beyond the seas. Nor does the vision of a new empire kindle positive hope for the future. Even the virtues of poverty inadvertently raised up in America will perish soon.
Yet as the Church shall thither westward flie, So Sinne shall trace and dog her instantly.
The Church shall come, and Sinne the Chu. rch shall smother. 20 15 "To All Angels and Saints," 11-13. 17"The Church Militant," 91. 19]/Jid., 247-54. 16 "Avarice," 10-14. But the transaction is in a commodity not to be had on the stalls or in the warehouses. And tne price God charges is the worJd itseJf and a11 of the world's profit.
This distrust of riches, this· fear of the merchant's world has, of course, nothing in common with the cry which later is heard from St. George's_HiU.
Herbert is no revolutionary. His ideal poverty has small reference to real or social poverty. He is never impelled, as Winstanley is, to banish wealth by banishing poverty. The mood, on the social level,_ is negative, passive,_ fatalistic.
Is this not a long leap b~ckward from the positive, all-embracing synthesis of Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity? The crown no longer saves the Church, nor does it "keep lier state." The ideal which emerges from Herbert would seem to be pre-Elizabethan, pre-nationalist, pre-mercantile. It · i-nvolves the renunciation of courtly and bourgeois values (both halves of the Elizabethan, synthesis) and reaches after a society, admittedly unobtainable, where trade is little and princes need not be great.
Yet the mark of the Hooker tradition is to be found on every page of Herbert. It is in the light of Hooker's philosophy of the via media that Herbert sees and interprets his own age. It is Anglican thought and the still solid fact of the Anglican Church itself which appear as the constant in a world of flux. Herbert's mind is no tabula ~rasa receiving raw impressions from the social environment. He regards his world in a particular way. He looks for values he ha·s learned to expect. Tradition-the tradition _of Anglican humanism-directs his gaze, guides his appraisal.
In "The Church-Porch," a poem written before he took orders, Herbert presents his humanist ethic. The poem is a plea for the controlled life, the . 21 "The Pearl," 32-5. In "The Elixir" he compares the grace of God to the philosopher's . tone "that turneth all to gold." But this is analogy, not metaphor. There is a difference between a pa,rallel and an equation. Herbert never uses wealth as in itself expressive of value. There is never, as there so often is in Donne, an equation between goods and the good. Treasures there may be in heaven hut they are not as the treasures of earth. The opposition of spiritual wealth to social wealth is complete and consistent throughout.
He that hath made a sorrie wedding Between his soul and gold> and ·hath preferr'd
False gain before the true, Hath done what he condemnes in reading.
-"Self-Condemnation>" 13.:16.
I r middle way . between continence and .abstinence ("Drink not the third glasse"). Balanc~ is the prescription for the social as well as the personal life. Wealth and the profit motive already appear as dangerous, but not yet fatal!y so:
Gold thou mayst safely touch; but if it stick Unto thy hands, it woundeth to the quick. 22 'Poverty is idealized, but for the attention of the alms-giver. ·The good life -still seems to be possible for the courtier or merchant whose ways are sane.
But even in "The Church-Porch" it is apparent that Herbert is engaged in special pleading without hope that his t:)otions will easily prevail. The feeling that Englishmen are not what they once ·were is evident throughout the poem, and, indeed, is the motive for preaching the verse sermon at all:
0 England! full of sinne, but most of sloth, Spit out thy flegme, and fill thy brest with gloriP .. Thy Gentrie bleats, as if thy native cloth · Transfus'd a sheepishnesse into thy storie.:u In "The Church Militant" (as we have seen) sermonizing and exhortation on the text of Hooker is to be abandoned for prophecy, a prophecy of ·relative failure for church and state within the limits of history. Herbert seems . to have realized, as Simcox suggests, ccthat after the defeat of the Spanish Armada, the submission of the chieftains of Ulster, and the tardy pacification of the -Netherlands, the English gentry· were for the first time since · the Field of the Cloth of Gold without a rational object of public concern."U Sloth has stilled the impulse of the· gentrY, to action, and the 22 "The Church-Porch," stanza 28.
23]/;id., stan-za 16. 24 G. A. Simcox, "Sandys, Herbert, Crashaw, Vaughan," in The English Poets, ed.
T., H. Ward (London, 1902), II; 194. I do not wish this to be interpreted as a value judgment on Herbert. -The social attitude, in terms of Herbert's mom' ent in rustory and in contrast with 'the more positive political faith of the immediate past, seems negative and even defeatist. -It is a point of view which cannot be associated with any of the forces currently in motion. However, I am only concerned here with indicating the nature and origin of the shift in values away from Hooker's Elizabethanism. I would not argue that the shift is a deterioration . Indeed, on the positive side, Herbert's religious and artistic sensibility frees the Anglican spirit from those considerations which threatened to substitute a kind of nationalist perfectionism for the ecclesi~stical perfectionism of Rome. From this point of view, and in its ultimate implications, Herbert's sense of the perseverance of sin is not negative. In "The church Militant" he repudiates the doctrine of divine .ful--filment within Mstory, and looks to a judgment outside and beyond history which will terminate and punish sin. If the church is the City of God she is not impregnable and the enemy is always somehow within the gates. The church by herself cannot-overcome sio. Finally, "Judgment may meet them both and search them round" (line 269). The church, within history .and therefore under divine judgment, is powerless to fulfil herself. Fulfilment is by the grace of God at the end of time. This does not negate the church or the need of men for the church as the means of grace. It does negate the medieval identification of the church with the Kingdom of God. And by positing a judgment on history it implies a meaning and a purpose for history and for the church in history. This is a Reformation insight. Yet Herbert is . essentially Anglo-Catholic. His doctrine of grace is Catholic, his religio11 is sacramental as well as personal, and, as our analysis of the symbol-drive of the age is expressed no longer in terms of a prec'arious but real alliance of the interests of land and money. Avarice destroys the old balance, and with it man's hope. ' -But the Church of England still possesses the solidity and rationality (if not the permanence) of the ·ideal construction of values. '·'The British Church" contains the congealed thought of Hooker:
A fine aspect in fit ~rray, Neither too mean, nor yet too gay, Shows who is best. Outlandish looks may not compare, For all they either painted are, Or else undrest.25
The .gaudy Roman church on the hills and the bare Puritan church in the · , valley represent the extremes which a rationai ·Anglicanism shuns.
But dearest 'Mother, (what those misse,) The mean, thy praise and glorie is And long may be. Blessed be God, whose love it was To double-moat thee with his grace, And none but thee. 26 In the institution of the Church itself values persist which no longer characterize society. Within the Church-and only within it-Herbert contemplates a happy union of sense and so~l, of nature and grace.
Doctrine and life, colours and light, in one When they combine and mingle 1 bring A strong regard ·and aw. 27 Nature, if not society, can still at times be regarded with joy.
Heark, how the birds do sing, And woods do ring~ All creatures have their joy, and man hath his.2B
It is this admission, at least, of sensuous enjoyment which marks Herbert as _ a humanist by contrast with the sober-sides Puritanism gaining everyism shows, his poetry reveals no sympathy with the telling Reformation idea of "vocationu which justifies man's economic and worldly aspirations. His theology retains the positive Catholic ~onception of freedom stripped of its emphasis on sanctification. The pressures of the age would not let him rest at this point. But it is a point beyond which he cannot pass. The sense of the perseverance of sin and of the ultimate breach between history and divine fulfilment contributes to obstruct the quest for mystical experience or the retreat in to medievalism.
The note of disillusion with the positive claims of church and state is indeed present. But when ~onsidered apart from the political context in which it was expressed, Herbert's essentially scriptural insight into the nature of history remains a corrective to perfectionist notions whether. ecclesiastical or secular. · It is not possible here to examine the relation of theological ideas and sociological forces to the quality of Herbert;s work. I hope to do some justice to the matter in a full study of the aesthetic of Anglican poetry in the seventeenth century.
21i"Tlie British Church," 7-12. 'l6Jbid., 25-30. 2 7"The Windows," 11-13.
2 8"Man's Medley," 1-3. The Io.veliness which Herbert finds in nature is akin to the loveliness of the . Church-service, «neither too mean, nor yet too gay." This is nature seen and felt through the glazed window of the "British Church." It is nature enjoyed contemplatively rather than experientially.
·The humanist creed of Hooker, then, abstracted from Hooker's world, provides Herbert at once with a critique and a solace. The tradition is alive. It would be false to regard its persistence as merely static. For.Herbert's work re~eals a significant interaction betw~en the intellectual tradition as such and the disturbing pressures of Caroline society. Only a crude and uttei-ly mechanical criticism could see in Herbert nothing but the effect of social disintegration. But surely 'it is quite as crude to read Herbert only in the light of the _ tradition. A humanism emptied of its original social content· and reference, and holding to its moral ·and aesthetic values in relation to a rapidly shrinking range of experience, is necessarily something other than itself. A new and different synthesis has emerged.
One must remember that even the <~double-moat" does not always guarantee the Church. Sin-the sin of avarice-will prevail. No institution, no construction of social values, is secure. The mind must turn · inward to find the permanence it seeks. · Before the battle was joined, before the practical implications of · Herbert's social fears were finally realized in the Civil War, an inner syn~ thesis of values is discovered and held. The appare11 t contradiction between his devotion to the "British Church" and his fatalistic view of the church as a social institution can be resolved in a deepening sense of intimacy with God, which almost transcends the church as institution, as place of collective worship, and approaches mystical communion. By the music of the church service, Herbert is. almost transported beyond churchliness altogether:
Now I in you without a bodie move, Rising and falling with your wings. · We both together sweetly live and love, Yet say sometimes, God help poore Kings.ao I say «almost transported"-but never quite. The consciousness of tension invades the mystical moment and curbs it. He is never able to shake off a quite unmystical kind of awareness. He can rise over fear into a pity which still has in it the distant echo of fear. "God help poore Kings"-impotent prey of the world and bound to the world, as Herbert · himself is bound.
As sttong as this unfulfilled impulse towards mysticism is the yearning, again unrealized, towards medievalism. I have already noted the ·monastic IID"The Forerunners," 28-9, ao<'Church-Musick," 5-8.
.ideal . of poverty which underlines Herbert's despair for ·the unbalanced social order. On the r-eligious level this direction is indicated not only in Herbert's priestly practice (which brings to mind Chaucer's -"povre persoun · of a toun") but also in the fascination which at times Roman Catholicism held for him. The saints and the Virgin beckon:
I would addresse My vows to thee most gladly, blessed -Maid, And Mother of my God, in my distresse. 3 1 The middle way is not so easy to travel when it is no longer in the middle. But travel it Herbert does.· The inner balance is kept. The manner, though not the matter, of humanist thought, determines the natur~ of a synthesis which is almost mystical, almost Romanjst, almost free of social conscience or concern-but never entirely any one of th~se. A quality and hab]t of mind steeped in a great tradition turns from an outer tangible world upon ·which it can make no impress and in which it can no longer "its own resemblance :find," to the construction of an inner world where conflicts can be at least tentatively resolved. Conflicts recur: tensions return as quickly as they depart. One does not find evidence of a chronological development in Herbert's poetry. After the sermonizing of '(The Church-Porch" his quality develops in depth and not in time. In this in~er syn thes1s of awareness and withdrawal, crisis is never fully resolved nor is the synthesis ever quite destroyed.
Herbert's more characteristic poems are, as Grierson has observed, love lyrics to God. The form and tone of these poems are thus both old and new to English poetry. The courtly po~m has been transformed into a verse prayer which is quite unlike any prayer .before it or, indeed, after it. The style is of the court and not of the court. The tone_ is humanist and yet not humanist. The effect is unique in literature.
The values which coexist as an entity in Herbert could not coexist for long.
One feels sure that if Herbert had lived into the Civil vVar, either a desperate loyalty would have made him partisan, a somewhat bewildered clerical Cavalier; or defeat would have hastened the im. pu1se toward either the -mystical or the .medieval destination implicit in his view of contemporary Jife.
In the men who follow and who owe most t. o Herbert's influence the spell is broken and the inner synthesis dissolves. For Crashaw the medieval flight·is consummated in a highly romantic Roman Catholicism. Vaughan, , dismayed by the triumph of the barbarian;turns away from the Renaissance tradition and carries forward Herbert's incipient mysticism. For certainly when Vaughan moves but one inch beyond his master he enters a world of strange white light which would have set the eye of any sturdy. Elizabethan to blinking. In his poetry .the humanist tradition is finally cancelled out, to reappear and disappear in new forms and under new urgencies, at once traditional and novel, but always in motion, never still, never quite the same. -, 
